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	JavaScript: The Definitive Guide, 9780596000486 (0596000480), O'Reilly, 2001
This fourth edition of the definitive reference to  JavaScript, a scripting language that can be embedded  directly in web pages, covers the latest version of the  language, JavaScript 1.5, as supported by Netscape 6 and  Internet Explorer 6. The book also provides complete  coverage of the W3C DOM standard (Level 1 and Level 2),  while retaining material on the legacy Level 0 DOM for  backward compatibility.

There have been many changes in the world of web programming with  JavaScript since the third edition of this book was published,  including:  

	
    Second and third editions of the ECMA-262 standard have been published,  updating the core JavaScript language. Conformant versions of  Netscape's JavaScript  interpreter and Microsoft's JScript interpreter have been  released.  

    
	
    The source code for Netscape's JavaScript interpreters (one  written in C and one written in Java) has been released as open source and is available to  anyone who wants to embed a scripting language in his application.  

    
	
    The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) has  published two versions (or levels) of a Document Object Model (DOM)  standard. Recent browsers support this standard (to varying degrees)  and allow client-side JavaScript to interact with document content to  produce sophisticated Dynamic HTML (DHTML) effects. Support for other  W3C standards, such as HTML 4, CSS1, and CSS2, has also become  widespread.  

    
	
    The Mozilla organization, using source code originally contributed by  Netscape, has produced a good fifth-generation browser. At the time  of this writing, the Mozilla browser is not yet at the 1.0  release level, but the browser is mature enough that Netscape has  based its 6.0 and 6.1 browsers upon the Mozilla code base.  

    
	
    Microsoft's Internet Explorer has  become the overwhelmingly dominant browser on desktop systems. However,  the Netscape/Mozilla browser remains relevant to web developers,  especially because of its superior support for web standards. In  addition, minor browsers such as Opera (http://www.opera.com) and Konquerer  (http://www.konqueror.org) should  be seen as equally relevant.  

    
	
    Web browsers (and JavaScript interpreters) are no longer confined to  the desktop but have migrated to PDAs and even cell phones.  

    


In summary, the core JavaScript language has matured. It has been  standardized and is used in a wider variety of environments than it  was previously. The collapse of Netscape's market share has  allowed the universe of desktop web browsers to expand, and  JavaScript-enabled web browsers have also become available on  non-desktop platforms. There has been a distinct, if not complete,  move toward web standards. The (partial) implementation of the DOM  standard in recent browsers gives web developers a long-awaited  vendor-independent API to which they can code.  
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AdvancED ActionScript 3.0: Design Patterns (Friends of Ed Adobe Learning Library)Friends of Ed, 2011

	AdvancED ActionScript 3.0 is a fresh look and new approach to utilizing valuable, structural techniques and methods that are commonly used in the field of rich interactive application development. With each method broken down into different strategized explanations, you'll find the approach most suitable for you. Whether...


		

Inbound Marketing and SEO: Insights from the Moz BlogJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	Learn from the leading resource on the latest inbound marketing techniques


	As the SEO industry undergoes a shift and Google continues to change its algorithm, successful SEO practitioners need to increase their knowledge of a wide range of inbound marketing channels. The Moz...


		

Advanced JavascriptWordware Publishing, 2001
Focuses on professional-level JavaScript techniques, including the latest developments.

JavaScript is a scripting language designed to be used within HTML documents. For
this reason a basic working knowledge of HTML is required before you can learn or
use JavaScript. For those readers either lacking this basic knowledge or...




	

Room Acoustical FieldsSpringer, 2012

	This book presents the theory of room acoustical fields and revises the Mirror Source Methods for practical computational use, emphasizing the wave character of acoustical fields.  The presented higher methods include the concepts of “Mirror Point Sources” and “Corner sources which allow for an excellent approximation...


		

The Brant and Helms Solution: Fundamentals of Diagnostic Radiology, Third Edition, Plus Integrated Content Website (Brant, Fundamentals of Diagnostic Radiology)Lippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2006

	
		We are happy and proud to offer a third edition of our Fundamentals of Diagnostic Radiology text. We cherish the fact that so many radiology residents around the country continue to use our text as we had originally intendedÐ²Ð‚”as a first read for beginning residents and as a concise...



		

Building and Managing Enterprise-Wide PortalsIdea Group Publishing, 2005
Inspired by similar questions, we decided to put together a systematic review of current Web technology and trends to meet two goals:

	Provide information to people who need general, rather than in depth, technical knowledge such as information technology (IT) development mangers, software designers, architects, IT students, and...
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